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Research

This.series,.Academic Vocabulary: 25 Content-Area Lessons,.provides.ready-to-use.lessons.that.
help.teachers.develop.effective.strategies.that.build.vocabulary.and.conceptual.understanding.
in.all.content.areas...Vocabulary.knowledge.is.a.key.component.of.reading.comprehension.and.
is.strongly.related.to.general.academic.achievement.(Feldman.and.Kinsella.2005)...Students.
need.to.understand.key.academic.vocabulary.that.crosses.all.content.areas.to.fully.develop.
conceptual.understanding.

What Is Vocabulary Knowledge?

Simply.put,.vocabulary knowledge.means.having.an.awareness.of.words.and.word.meanings...
Yet,.vocabulary.skills.are.more.complicated.than.simply.reciting.key.terms.and.their.
definitions...

Vocabulary.knowledge.is.often.described.as.receptive.or.expressive...Receptive vocabulary.
includes.words.that.we.recognize.when.heard.or.seen...Expressive vocabulary.includes.words.
that.we.use.when.we.speak.or.write...Students.typically.have.a.larger.receptive.vocabulary.than.
expressive.vocabulary.(Lehr,.Osborn,.and.Hiebert.2004);.they.are.familiar.with.many.words,.
but.may.not.understand.their.multiple.definitions.or.the.deeper.nuances.of.how.those.words.
are.used.in.oral.and.written.language...

So,.then,.what.does.it.mean.for.a.student.to.truly.know.a.word?..Beck,.McKeown,.and.Kucan.
(2002).state.that.word.knowledge.is.not.black.and.white;.understanding.vocabulary.is.not.as.
simple.as.either.knowing.a.word.or.not...The.process.by.which.students.learn.new.words.is.
complex.and.often.occurs.in.progression...Word.knowledge.may.range.from.students.never.
having.heard.of.a.word,.to.students.understanding.all.there.is.to.know.about.a.word,.or.some.
level.of.understanding.that.lies.between.the.two.extremes...Understanding.this.complexity.of.
word.knowledge.helps.educators.develop.a.vocabulary.program.that.addresses.these.unique.
learning.processes...The.lessons.in.this.book.support.both.receptive.and.expressive.vocabulary.

What Is Academic Vocabulary?

Specialized.content.vocabulary,.although.distinct,.is.considered.a.part.of.academic.vocabulary...
Yopp,.Yopp,.and.Bishop.(2009).have.developed.definitions.for.each.category...Specialized 
content vocabulary.words.are.specific.to.a.particular.content.area.and.represent.important.
concepts.or.ideas...Examples.of.these.include.boycott.(social.studies),.habitat.(science),.
numerator.(mathematics),.autobiography.(reading),.and.narrative.(writing)...General 
academic vocabulary.includes.high-utility.words.found.across.content.areas.and.throughout.
students’.academic.reading,.writing,.and.speech.experiences...Words.such.as.explain,.define,.
identify,.and.organize.are.examples.of.general.academic.vocabulary....
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How To Use This Book

Academic Vocabulary: 25 Content-Area Lessons.provides.teachers.with.lessons.that.integrate.
academic.vocabulary.instruction.into.content-area.lessons...This.book.includes.25..
step-by-step,.standards-based.lessons...Each.lesson.features.two.vocabulary-development.
strategies.that.reflect.the.latest.research.in.effective.vocabulary.instruction...The.strategies.
within.each.lesson.vary.and.are.presented.in.detail.on.pages.8–31.and.address.the.following.
key.aspects.of.effective.vocabulary.instruction:

Developing Oral Language Developing Word Consciousness

Developing.students’.oral.language.skills.is.
crucial.to.assist.them.in.navigating.school.
texts.and.understanding.more.complex.oral.
and.written.patterns.of.language...These.
strategies.help.students.gain.a.deeper.
understanding.of.academic.words.and.
concepts.by.guiding.them.to.use.the.words.
in.a.meaningful.way.

These.strategies.provide.structured.
opportunities.to.build.students’.awareness.
of.academic.words.used.in.the.classroom.
and.their.lives...Students.are.encouraged.
to.note.when.they.see.or.hear.key.words.
and.to.use.the.words.themselves...This.
strategy.helps.students.develop.a.true.love.
of.language.and.a.keen.sense.of.how.words.
sound.as.they.hear.and.speak.them.

Teaching Words Independent Word Learning

These.strategies.use.a.variety.of.techniques.
to.help.students.build.conceptual.
knowledge.and.increase.their.oral.and.
written.vocabularies...This.type.of.strategy.
may.be.incorporated.at.different.points.
throughout.your.study...Some.of.the.
strategies.are.more.effective.in.introducing.
new.words.while.others.will.benefit.students.
as.they.review.and.make.connections.among.
words.

These.strategies.help.students.derive.
word.meanings.and.explore.the.use.of.
context.to.infer.the.meaning.of.unknown.
words...The.strategies.can.be.taught.and.
reviewed.throughout.the.school.year.to.
improve.students’.abilities.in.learning.words.
independently.
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Each.two-page.lesson.is.followed.by.two.student.activity.pages.as.well.as.an.assessment.that.
allows.teachers.to.assess.students’.vocabulary.knowledge.in.effective.and.meaningful.ways...
All of.the.reproducible.student.activity.pages.are.also.included.on.the.Teacher.Resource.CD.
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Directions

Name___________________________________

 1. 	Original	sentence:	I asked my teacher to evaluate the grammar in my story.

  Student	sentence: _____________________________________________________

   ______________________________________________________________________

   ______________________________________________________________________

 2. 	Original	sentence:	Li doesn’t really understand the mechanics of English, 

yet.

  Student	sentence: _____________________________________________________

   ______________________________________________________________________

   ______________________________________________________________________

 3.  Original	sentence:	I gave Walt feedback about his attempt to achieve a jump 

shot in basketball.

  Student	sentence: _____________________________________________________

   ______________________________________________________________________

   ______________________________________________________________________

 4.  Original	sentence:	Mr. Brocks said that its best features were its content 

and humor.

  Student	sentence: _____________________________________________________

   ______________________________________________________________________

   ______________________________________________________________________

Read each original sentence below.  Then translate each sentence 

from academic language into casual language.

Evaluation Word Translations 

How To Use This Book (cont.)

© Shell Education  
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Procedure (cont.)
	4	Continue the lesson by using the Idea Completions strategy (page 18) to help develop 

students’ comprehension of the key academic 
word essential to understanding the content of this 
lesson.  The following are some suggestions of Idea 
Completions:
• If I wanted to provide feedback to the school 

cafeteria I would say...• If I were to evaluate the content of my book, I 
would ...

• The mechanics of English are often difficult for 
people to learn because...• One of my favorite features of our classroom 

is...
	5	Write the vocabulary words from the lesson on the 

board.  Have students brainstorm additional words 
they learned as a result of the lesson.  End the list 
when there is one word for every student in the 
class.  Then record the words on index cards and 
distribute one card to each student.  Complete the 
Content Links strategy (page 26) with students to 
solidify their comprehension of the academic words 
necessary to understand the content of this lesson.

	6	Distribute copies of the Connecting Ideas About 
Evaluation activity sheet (page 71) to students.  
With the partner with whom they linked, have 
students complete the activity sheet to explain why 
and how their words are related.  Circulate around 
the room as students complete this activity to ask 
further questions and monitor their comprehension 
of the vocabulary.

	7	Distribute copies of the Evaluation Word Translations assessment sheet (page 72) to students.  
Have students complete the assessment individually 
to see whether they understand if the focus 
vocabulary words are used correctly within the 
context. 

Differentiation 
English language support—Use cooperative groups and peer-coaching to help students receive more language cues throughout the lesson.

Below-level 
students—Have students buddy with younger classes.  With guidance, allow students to evaluate their buddy’s writing.

Above-level 
students—Challenge students to rewrite the sample passage, injecting as much excitement as possible into the passage.  Have them keep the basic outline, but allow them to get creative and have fun!

© Shell Education  
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Name___________________________________

Directions

Connecting Ideas About Evaluation
Write the words you linked in the spaces below and illustrate why 

they can be linked.  Then write a short description of how and why 

the words are linked.

Word 1

___________________________________

Word 2

___________________________________

My Illustration

These words are linked because… 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

These words could be linked with the 
following other word(s):
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Evaluation

Focus Vocabulary Words

Specialized Content 

Vocabulary
General Academic 

Vocabulary

feedback

grammar

mechanics

evaluate

evaluation

features

Procedure

	1	Tell students that writing is a process.  One of the 

key steps in this process is to look at a piece of 

writing and decide what it does well and what it 

could do better.  This process is called evaluation.  

We all should evaluate our own writing constantly 

as we go through the writing process.  It is also 

useful to have other people read and evaluate 

your work.  It is useful to get feedback from 

people who understand how to evaluate writing.  

	2	Distribute the Evaluating Writing activity sheet 

(page 70) to students.  Explain that they will 

be practicing their evaluation skills with the 

sample passage at the top of the page.  As a 

class, read the passage aloud and discuss each 

question.  Explain to students that the mechanics 

of language are the grammar rules, punctuation, 

and how the sentences are formed.  Content is 

what is being said.  Explain that they should talk 

about what they believe are the best features or 

parts of the writing.  

	3	Once students are comfortable with what they 

are being asked to do, allow them time to 

complete the activity, then discuss their answers 

as a class.

	

Standards

 • McREL: Students will 

evaluate their own and 

others’ writing.

 • McREL: Students will 

use level-appropriate 

vocabulary in speech.

 • TESOL: Students will 

use English to obtain, 

process, construct, and 

provide subject-matter 

information in spoken 

and written form. 

Featured Academic 

Vocabulary Strategies

 • Content Links: 

Teaching Words 

(page 26)

 • Idea Completions: 

Developing Oral 

Language (page 18)

Materials

 • Evaluating Writing 

(page 70) 

 • index cards 

 • Connecting Ideas About 

Evaluation (page 71)

 • Evaluation Word 

Translations (page 72)
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Directions

Name___________________________________

Read the passage below.  Then answer the questions about its best 

features and ways that the author could improve the writing.

Evaluating Writing  

Sal Fink was a folk character from the frontier days of America.  

She was the daughter of Mike Fink.  She liked to be called “one of 

the gals.” Most people called her the “Mississippi Screamer.” That is 

because when Sal was upset she could yell very loud. 

Sal was wild.  She once rode an alligator down the river singing 

“Yankee Doodle.” She was strong, too.  She killed a bear with her 

hands.  And she was kind.  She adopted the orphaned cubs of the 

bear she killed and trained them as her pets.  They would follow her 

around like pet dogs.  One day, she was captured by pirates.  They 

wanted to ransom her.  They wanted to capture her father.  But she 

tricked the pirates.  She let out a loud holler.  Then she tied the 

pirates up with ropes.  She held their feet over the fire.  She took their 

gold and headed home.

 1.  What is the writer’s purpose in this passage?  Is the author trying to 

entertain, inform, express an opinion, or persuade you of something?

   ______________________________________________________________________

   ______________________________________________________________________

2.  Does the writer achieve this goal?  Why or why not?

   ______________________________________________________________________

   ______________________________________________________________________

3.  Is the content in the passage organized well?

   ______________________________________________________________________

   ______________________________________________________________________

Each.lesson.in.this.
book.includes.two.
featured academic 
vocabulary 
strategies...
An.overview.of.each.
strategy.can.be.found.
on.pages.8–31.

The.standards.listed.
in.each.lesson.indicate.
the.area.of.focus.for.
the.lesson.

The.procedures.
provide.step-by-step.
instructions.for.teaching.
the.content-area.lesson.

Each.lesson.has.two.student.activity pages.
and.an.assessment page.that.reinforces.the.
featured.academic.vocabulary.words.for.the.
lesson.as.well.as.the.standard.

The.Teacher Resource CD.
includes.all.student.activity.pages.
and.assessment.pages.

Each.lesson.
includes.a.
differentiation.
section.to.help.
meet.the.needs.
of.all.students.

Specialized content vocabulary.
and.general academic 
vocabulary.words.are.identified.at.
the.beginning.of.the.lesson.

SEP 50834

Teacher Resource CD — Level 5
This CD contains reproducible student activity pages.

Copyright © 2011 by Shell Education

For use 
with either 
Macintosh® 

or Windows® 

The.materials.
needed.to.
complete.the.
lesson.are.listed.
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Greek City-States

Focus Vocabulary Words

Specialized Content 
Vocabulary

General Academic 
Vocabulary

ancient
city-states
democracy
monarchy
oligarchy
polis

unique

Procedure

	1	Begin.the.lesson.by.explaining.to.students.that.
the.people.of.ancient.Greece,.or.Greece.in.the.
distant.past,.started.to.band.together...Groups.
of.villages.would.join.together.to.form.strong,.
protected.trading.centers.called.city-states,.
or.polis...These.city-states.had.many.things.in.
common...Their.culture.was.very.similar...They.
spoke.the.same.language.and.had.the.same.
religion...Each.city-state.was.unique...They.had.
their.own.traditions.and.ways.of.doing.things...
Each.had.their.own.form.of.government...

	2	Explain.that.three.of.the.largest.and.most.
powerful.polis.were.Corinth,.Athens,.and.
Sparta...These.three.places.were.governed.very.
differently...Distribute.copies.of.the.Greek
City-States.activity.sheet.(page.150).to.students.
and.direct.their.attention.to.the.map.at.the.top.of.
the.page.as.you.describe.the.three.locations.

	3	Explain.that.Corinth.was.a.monarchy...This.
means.that.they.had.a.king....Corinth.was.an.
economic.hub...This.means.that.a.lot.of.money.
changed.hands.in.Corinth...They.had.their.own.
coins.that.they.made.traders.use...They.were.also.
a.center.for.culture.like.art,.drama,.and.literature...

Standards

. •. McREL: Students.
understand.the.
social.and.political.
characteristics.of.Greek.
city-states.

. •. McREL: Students.
use.level-appropriate.
vocabulary.in.speech.

. •. TESOL: Students.will.
use.English.to.obtain,.
process,.construct,.and.
provide.subject-matter.
information.in.spoken.
and.written.form..

Featured Academic 
Vocabulary Strategies

 • Have You Ever?.
Developing.Oral.
Language.(page.10)

. •. Content Links:.
Teaching.Words.
(page 26)

Materials

. •. index.cards

. •. Greek City-States.
(page 150)

. •. Connecting Ideas About 
Greek City-States 
(page 151).

. •. Show You Know About 
Greek City-States  
(page.152)..
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Directions

Name___________________________________

Greek City-States
Reflect on the class discussion about the Greek city-states.  Then 
write the characteristics that match each city-state in the correct 
column.

Characteristics
monarchy

oligarchy

democracy

economic center

near the coast

known for its education

military culture

economic hub

known for its arts

known for more independent women

believed in many gods and goddesses

known for its coins

Athens Sparta Corinth
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